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INTRODUCTION

This guide has lived inside of  me for 6 years. Most days, I nod quietly to the immense 

amount of  hard work I’ve put into my craft since that first day I landed in a jewelry 

studio, both a short and long time ago. Most days and the days leftover, I understand and 

welcome all that there still is to learn. It is well observed that I am not alone in these 

thoughts amongst my fellow craftspeople. I am endlessly grateful for the opportunities I 

have been given to learn and grow as an artist, and I intend for learning and teaching to 

continue on as visible pillars of  my business and studio practice.

I’ve been collecting - hidden notes, quiet clues, choreography, idiosyncrasies, once useless 

and later useful bits. All of  the above and more helped me to develop technique, predictions, 

fluidity, a discerning eye. More significantly, I developed the ability to communicate across 

a divide. A divide that every jeweler encounters upon bringing someone from the outside, 

a client with whom to collaborate, into their work. A divide of  material luxury, not of  

humanity or knowledge or of  the luxury of  creating and celebrating meaning with another.

I hope to challenge and soften the divide, the fears, and the assumptions that sit deep 

within my industry. I hope to bring more work into this world that speaks to the invaluable 

worth of  knowledge, commitment, lineage, and the role of  connection in our lives. This 

guide is a gift, a foundation from which larger conversations can flow. There is so much 

more I want to teach, but this is a nice place to start. I welcome all, all are welcome.
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KEY ELEMENTS
A final design can feature a multitude of  or very few elements, depending on your aesthetic. Here are some common 

terms you may hear, and visuals to match.

bezel

ring shank/band

gallery

prong

bridge

center stone

accent stones
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BANDS

Round Square

FlatComfort-Fit

Triangle/Knife Edge Half-Round

Bands are tailored to optimize comfort and proportion to each individual’s body. It is recommended that you plan 
an in-person visit with a jeweler to try on a variety of  band widths and shapes.
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METALS & KARATS

Sterling Silver

14k Yellow Gold 14k Rose Gold 14k White Gold

Platinum

18k Yellow Gold 18k Rose Gold 18k White Gold

Yellow, Rose, or White toned metals - that’s easy, which do you wear the most? Karat, however, is elusive to many.
Included below are some of  the subtleties of  each metal, when thinking about color, content, and durability.

Sterling Silver
92.5% fine silver

7.5% copper
Soft, easily scratches

Prone to tarnishing

14k Gold
58.3% pure gold

41.7% alloys
Durable, ideal for everyday

More brittle than 18K

18k Gold
75% pure gold

25% alloys
Higher gold content = softer

More maleable than 14K

Platinum
95% platinum group metals

5% alloys
Resistant to corrosion

Very ductile (not brittle)
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SETTING STYLES

Bezel Prong

Channel

Pavé & BeadFlush / Gypsy

Both structural and decorative, stone setting techniques can be as essential as the stone itself  in communicating 
personality and aesthetic. Styles can stand alone or be combined within a piece. Below are five of  the tried and true.
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GEMSTONES

DIAMONDS: THE FOUR C’S
Color – Diamond color varies across a spectrum, from black to brown to yellow to white and ev-
erything in between. In today’s market, slight differences in color can dramatically affect industry 
value (white, colorless having the most value). Value is relative, of  course, and color is one way to 
bring uniqueness to a piece. Common color grading notations you’ll see are G, H, I, J and K.

Clarity – Graded under 10x magnification, clarity refers to the absence of  internal inclusions 
and external blemishes. These include white clouds, carbon patches, air bubbles, streaks, feathers, 
and internal cracks. Common clarity grading notations you’ll see are Very Slightly Included 
(VS1, VS2) and Slightly Included (SI1, and SI2).

Cut – The diamond is known for its exquisite ability to transmit light, enhanced by advanced 
cutting techniques combining proportion, symmetry, and polish. These factors contribute to three 
main elements: brightness (internal and external white light reflections), scintillation (sparkle), and 
fire (the scattering of  white light into the colors of  the rainbow).

Carat – Weight is typically referred to in either carats or points. A metric carat is divided up into 
100 points. So, a diamond weighing in at 0.5ct can be referred to as a half  a carat or a 50 pointer. 
Large diamonds are naturally more scarce than smaller diamonds. Price increases with weight, 
and exponentially so. 

COLORED STONES & HARDNESS
For Ceremonial, Commemorative, and Engagement pieces, specific stones are recommended with 
greater enthusiasm, with longevity, strength and quality in mind. The Mohs Scale of  Hardness 
is the universal grading tool used to measure the resistance of  a mineral to surface scratches. 
Gemstones are rated on a scale of  1 (softest, least resistant) to 10 (hardest, most resistant). Stones 
with a rating of  less than 7 are considered risky business for pieces that must withstand the wear 
of  decades without the need for repolishing. Here’s a selection of  popular stones to acquaint you:

Diamond – 10
Sapphire – 9
Ruby – 9
Emerald – 8

Amethyst – 7
Quartz – 7
Onyx – 7
Turquoise – 6

Topaz – 8
Morganite – 8
Garnet – 7
Tourmaline – 7

Opal – 6
Moonstone – 6
Pearl – 3 
Amber – 2
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SHAPE & CUT: 9 CLASSICS

Marquis

Princess

CushionRosecut

Round Brilliant

Baguette

Oval

Pear

Gemstones and diamonds can be central or peripheral elements in a design. Classicly shaped or one-of-a-kind, 
gemstones are an earthly resource - supply fluctuates, and no two are exactly alike.

Asscher
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SIZING

A ring size is needed before production can begin. I would ideally size each of  you myself, though 
often we are not in the same city or state. I first recommend that you visit a jewelry store to get 
sized in person. Ask to be sized to the nearest quarter size and make note of  what style of  band 
they used to size you. During this visit, you might also take a look at band shapes and widths, 
setting styles, metals, stone sizes, and varying stone carat weights. This is a great opportunity to 
collect your thoughts around what you do and do not like about certain design elements.

A second option is to order a ring sizer through my website (see here), which will allow you to size 
yourself  at home and email me your results. These sizers don’t simulate the feel of  an actual ring 
(ergonomics are key), but they suffice in terms of  determining size.

In the event of  a surprise (hello gifts and marriage proposals!) - do your best to locate a ring 
belonging to the recipient, ideally one worn on the chosen finger. Bring this ring to your local 
jeweler to be sized. The at home solution would be to measure the inside diameter of  this ring in 
milimeters. Please be as accurate as possible, down to the decimal (ex. 14.2mm).

If  none of  the above options pan out, certain pieces can be resized after the fact. Safely, a half  
size up or down. We’ll assess the design and decide if  that’s an option for you.

WHAT’S NEXT?
Email me! Introduce yourself  via custom@mhisae.com to begin chatting about possibilities for 
your special piece. On the following page, I’ve provided a list of  questions that will help guide the 
design process. You can prepare ahead and email me your answers, or we can run through each 
question over the phone during our initial consultation.

I welcome a diverse array of  projects and budgets. I encourage all clients to be as open and hon-
est with me about the significance of  this piece we’re creating together, and all communications 
between us are confidential and held to the highest regard.
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OCCASIONS

BIRTHSTONES

JANUARY – Garnet, Sapphire
FEBRUARY – Amethyst, Sapphire, Pearl
MARCH – Bloodstone, Jasper, Aquamarine
APRIL – Diamond, Sapphire, Pearl
MAY – Agate, Emerald, Chalcedony, Carnelian
JUNE – Agate, Pearl, Moonstone, Turquoise, Alexandrite
JULY – Ruby, Carnelian, Onyx, Sardonyx, Turquoise
AUGUST – Carnelian, Moonstone, Peridot, Topaz, Alexandrite
SEPTEMBER – Blue Sapphire, Lapis Lazuli, Coral
OCTOBER – Opal, Aquamarine, Beryl
NOVEMBER – Topaz, Citrine, Pearl
DECEMBER – Turquoise, Ruby, Bloodstone

ANNIVERSARIES
1st – Rose Beryl, Paper
2nd – Crystal, Cotton
3rd – Chrysophrase, Leather
4th – Moonstone, Silk
5th – Carnelian, Wood
6th – Peridot, Sugar
7th – Coral, Wool
8th – Opal, Clay

The list below includes gemstones borrowed from ‘The Curious Lore of  Precious Stones’ by George Frederick Kunz 
and more closely looks at the connection between earth materials and the season around one’s birth. I’ve bolded the 
appropriate stones featured in simplified, modern birthstone calendars.

9th – Citrine, Willow
10th – Turquoise, Tin
11th – Garnet
12th – Amethyst, Linen
13th – Agate
14th – Ivory, Lace
15th – Topaz
20th – China

25th – Silver 
30th – Pearl
35th – Jade
40th – Ruby
45th – Sapphire
50th – Gold
55th – Emerald
60th – Diamond
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ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS
...that your jeweler wants the answers to.

A very handy inquiry to prepare you for our initial consultation.

What’s the occasion? Who is this for? Tell your story.

Are you working with a specific timeline?

What is your maximum budget?

Have you collected design reference photos? Please share.

What is your desired material? (14K, 18K, Platinum...)

If Gold, which tone - Yellow, Rose, or White Gold?

Will your piece include a colored gemstone or diamond?

Do you have a carat weight or stone size in mind?

Do you have a stone shape or cut in mind? Name any and all.

Describe your ideal stone combination (ex. solitaire vs. multiples).

Are we working with any family stones or existing jewelry?

Do you prefer certain stone setting styles over others?

What shape and fit do you see for the band?

Shiny or Matte finish?

Do you know the ring size?

How did you find me?
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